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Barrie Highfield &
Associates

Complex gas pipe repairs

A

s one of the UK’s leading engineering consultants in
assessing utility infrastructure damage claims, for the
past 23 years Barrie Highfield & Associates Ltd (BHA)
has provided expertise to the insurance industry, loss adjusters,
solicitors, contractors and indeed utilities themselves. With our
background in engineering connected to utility infrastructure,
including the pipes and cables that transport gas, water,
electricity and telephone lines around the UK, we are frequently
the nominated or preferred experts on such cases, offering
the necessary specialist knowledge and experience to directly
seek resolution on such claims, or to aid other parties to
reach settlement.
The business was established by Barrie Highfield in 1994 following a period
spent heading up a major loss adjuster’s engineering department, where he was
instrumental in developing strategies to challenge public utilities on their claims
following third party damage, in light of increasing damage repair costs, especially
with the emergence of optical fibre networks.
After achieving considerable experience and developing a high profile within the
insurance market, Barrie set up his own business, where we have continued to
create effective solutions for insurance clients and other parties. BHA became
a family company in 1995 when Barrie’s Son, the current Managing Director
and owner, Alan Highfield, joined a year later, with his background in both
telecommunications and insurance.

Underground cable drums

FACTS ABOUT BARRIE HIGHFIELD
& ASSOCIATES
»» Founded in 1994
»» UK wide reputation
»» HQ near Chepstow (South
Wales), with UK coverage
»» Background with utility
companies and insurance
market
»» Highly experienced team,
including chartered engineers
»» General advice, claims
handling through to expert
witness work
»» Low & high value work
»» More than 5,500 claims
handled, with a combined
value in excess of £100m
»» Significant savings achieved
»» All utility types (gas, water,
power & telecoms)
»» Analysis of liability, causation
& costs
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THE PARLIAMENTARY REVIEW

Highlighting best practice

“

Offering the
necessary
specialist
knowledge
and experience
to directly seek
resolution on
such claims, or
to aid other
parties to
reach
settlement

“

High voltage cable
damage can result in
substantial repair costs

We are one of the few companies
in the UK that specialise in this type
of work, and our knowledge of
utility networks, repair techniques
and costs has created respect for our
organisation among both defendants
and claimants alike. We offer a range
of services, from providing initial
opinions on a variety of matters, to
claims handling (including settlement
negotiations) through to expert
witness work for individual parties or
as single joint experts, covering liability
and repairs costs.

Recognition
Despite a changing environment
for us in terms of who are the
decision makers, particularly with
companies using central procurement
departments to source service
providers (such as BHA), we are still

recognised for our specific engineering
expertise in this market. Although a
relatively small player in the claims
handling sector, for over two decades
BHA has delivered expert assistance
to insurance companies and other
associated professions on all manner
of types of utility infrastructure
damage claims (incorporating gas,
water, telecommunications and power
distribution), including many high
value and high profile incidents.
Unlike most companies that take on
such work, we offer the full spectrum
of expertise, ranging from initial
advice through to site investigations,
detailed reports, claims negotiations
and expert witness work. Our team
bring knowledge and experience
from within all of the main four
utility sectors, as well as backgrounds
with large civil contractors and the
insurance market. This has always been
a role which includes many aspects,
in addition to the technical side, it
is vital to understand statute, case
law, cost analysis, and negotiation
skills to achieve amicable resolutions.
The emphasis is on the engineering
aspects, and with our background with
utility networks, clients can be assured
of the right level of expertise.

Economics & use of Experts
Although there has always been a
balance to be struck with the perceived
benefits outside experts may offer
compared to the value and complexity
of individual claims, we now see a
greater scrutiny of employing experts
in the current economic climate.
There can, however, be great benefit
appointing experts early on with larger
incidents, ensuring the best data
capture is obtained to assist post repair
investigations.
Experts in general haven’t had the best
press of late, particularly in relation to
the debate around Brexit, but it can
prove invaluable to secure the right
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level of knowledge and experience
to what, in the case of our work,
can involve very technical matters
on increasingly expensive claim for
damage caused to utility networks.
In addition to our very competitive
rates, we have recently introduced
fixed fee options for lower value
claims, which we believe will address
the economic concerns of using the
type of services BHA provide.

Current challenges
While perceptions of the insurance
industry by the domestic and commercial
markets may not always be favourable,
such views are usually derived from how
effectively claims are handled. One way
of inspiring confidence and maintaining
a professional approach is to ensure the
right expertise is used to achieve the best
outcomes. Inevitably, economics plays
a part in the big picture, and of course
a balance must be struck, but there
can be clear benefits in matching the
right expertise for the job.
For us, the continued trend of companies
using more central procurement
departments to source services and
products means a potential loss of
profile, and whilst centralisation

naturally has many advantages, such
as the focus on the cost of services and
perhaps uniformity and control, in our
view one of the major disadvantages
of this culture is to lose more local or
regional knowledge of highly skilled
service providers, essentially favouring
the bigger organisations over the
smaller companies.

The Future
Over the years, our strength has been
the combination of providing specialist
expertise with good customer service
at a competitive cost, and while we
face challenges due to the changing
shape of decision makers within
our market, our continued strive for
excellence and professionalism on
every case we handle will hopefully
help build our profile for the future.

The force of escaping
water from high pressure
water mains can prove very
destructive

»I N F R A S T R U C T U R E
I N C L U D E S :

»» Cables and pipes, underground
and overhead networks
»» Manholes, chambers
and culverts
»» Highway infrastructure,
including barriers, walls and
roadside cabinets
»» Communication Masts,
including mobile phone
and radar.

We certainly believe that both the
government and industry could
provide more support for smaller
companies who often struggle to
be heard or be considered for larger
projects and tenders, with many
smaller organisations able to offer
invaluable skills and expertise to their
respective markets.
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